
CSUF PD Training Submission Form (LIVE)

Training Title Training Description Objective of Training
Does this training
align with DEI
practices?

177 Situational Awareness When
Traveling In Your Vehicle

Review and discuss video of kidnapping victim from her vehicle Increase situational awareness at all times Yes

178 First Responder Physical
Health Risks

Tips to avoid and prevent health complications that often occur in the
Public Safety sector. Exercise, diet, and mental preparation.

To prevent typical health problems in public safety No

179 Officer Safety in Interview
Rooms

Review and discuss a video on officer safety in an interview room
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CXZDQw7tuv4

Maintain officer safety and situational awareness at all times and adhere to General Order 6-
13

Yes

180
Presidential Directive 5:
Freedom of Expression and
Expressive Conduct

Review Presidential Directive 5: Freedom of Expression and
Expressive Conduct

Understand and be able to adhere to Presidential Directive 5: Freedom of Expression and
Expressive Conduct

Yes

181 8 Signs of Terrorism Video from Miami PD discussing signs of terrorism-related activity. To familiarize officers with activities and evidence which may indicate a subject is involved in
domestic or international terrorism.

No

182
Officer Carries Officer carrying tactics in crisis situations The shift watched a training video on officer-carrying tactics in crisis situations and physically

demonstrated the task following the video to gain a better understanding of how to safely
carry an officer from a scene to get immediate assistance.

No

183

General Order 3-4 Arrest
Procedures

Penal Code 836: States that a peace officer may arrest a person in
obedience to a warrant or without a warrant, may arrest a person
whenever any of the following circumstances occurs: Probable cause
to believe a person committed a public offense in the officer's
presence. The person arrested has committed a felony, although not
in the officer's presence. The officer has probable cause to believe
the person to be arrested has committed a felony whether or not a
felony, in fact, has been committed.

Penal Code 849(b): Any peace officer may release from custody,
instead of taking such person before a magistrate, any person
arrestee without a warrant whenever: there are insufficient grounds
for making a criminal complaint against the person arrested. The
person arrested was arrested for intoxication only, and no further
proceedings are desirable. The person was arrested only for being
under the influence of a controlled substance or drug and such a
person is delivered to a facility or hospital for treatment and no
further proceedings are desirable.

Alternatives to Arrest for CSUF PD: Verbal warning, referral to the
office of the Dean of Students/Judicial Affairs for student code of
conduct violations, infraction tickets, release to parents if juvenile,
referral to social services, and referral to Department of Housing and
Residential Life for violations that occur in Student Housing.

Reviewed Penal Codes 836,849(b), and alternatives to arrest to remind officers of their ability
to make an effective arrest without a warrant and when they can release an individual from
custody instead of taking them before a magistrate. We went over different alternatives an
officer can choose from instead of making an arrest on campus. Depending on how serious
the committed offense was, officers may have some discretion to not make an arrest and go
with disciplinary actions instead. This gives CSUF PD officers different tools they can use out
on the field as they patrol and respond to calls for services.

No

184 G.O. 4-14: Body Worn
Cameras

Watch and discuss a video related to Body Worn Cameras Understand the importance of accurate reporting of events and reviewing body-worn cameras Yes

185 Active Shooter
Response/Hoax Calls

Review and discuss active shooter response Establish a mindset that every call is real and is not Code-4 until all procedures have been
followed.

Yes

186 Emergency Response to
Electric Vehicle Fires

Specific hazards involving electric vehicle fires with regard to
batteries and electric hazards

To make officers aware of specific hazards involving electric vehicle fires to avoid making the
incident more dangerous.

No

187 Suspicious Vehicles Suspicious vehicle checks: Approach, cover & concealment,
communication, and tactics.

To gain a better understanding and a refresher on approaching 925 vehicles, utilizing
cover/concealment, and tactics.

No

188
Legislative Case Law
Update

Officers discussed the 4th Amendment regarding warrantless search
exemption when searching vehicles and locked containers in a
vehicle.

To refresh officers understanding of warrantless searches of vehicles when there is probable
cause to believe their is contraband/evidence in vehicle.

No

189 General Order 3-10:
Consular Notification

Consular notifications G.O review To provide a refresher review of G.O 3-10 and the process involved in Consular Notifications. No

195
General Order 1-3: Code of
Ethics and Manual Rules
and General Order 1-5:
Media Relations

Watch video and discuss officer conduct, then review G.O. 1-3 and
1-5

Adhere to the department standard code of conduct and perform our duties in an ethical and
professional manner at all times.

Yes
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196

OIS Training Video LAPD OIS video
https://www.bing.com/ck/a?!&&p=b30deb6c8ed8b32eJmltdHM9MTY
2NDA2NDAwMCZpZ3VpZD0xZDFmOTg0ZC1kZTE2LTY1ZmMtM2Y
xOS04OGVhZGYzNDY0ODUmaW5zaWQ9NTQ3Nw&ptn=3&hsh=3
&fclid=1d1f984d-de16-65fc-3f19-
88eadf346485&u=a1aHR0cHM6Ly9hYmM3LmNvbS9sYXBkLWJvZ
HljYW0tdmlkZW8tZmF0YWwtc2hvb3RpbmctMTkteWVhci1vbGQta2l
sbGVkLWx1aXMtaGVycmVyYS1kZWF0aC1sYS8xMjI2Mjk1MC8&nt
b=1

Officers reviewed an LAPD video involving a teen who pointed what appeared to be an
assault rifle at them.

No

197

Patrol Vehicle
Placement/Safety

The shift watched a video summarizing a recent incident in Colorado,
which involved a train crashing into a patrol vehicle that was parked
on the tracks with the suspect inside.
https://www.theguardian.com/us-news/2022/sep/24/colorado-train-
hits-police-car-woman-inside-video

To be reminded of safe practices regarding patrol vehicle placement and being aware of your
surroundings.

No

198 Command Presence Discuss command presence and review video Understanding that command presence is the first level in gaining compliance Yes

199 Active Shooter Response
Checklist

Review Active Shooter Response Checklist Know and understand a team response to Active Shooter Yes

200 Officer Safety on Vehicle
Stops

The shift was shown a vehicle stop and discussed what was done
correctly and what could have been done better.

To avoid common mistakes and control subjects during vehicle stops. No

217

Student Affairs Approach to
Free Speech: An
Introduction & Orientation
Session

In the training session, participants will learn how Student Affairs
handles student free speech activities on campus. We will review
federal and state laws along with campus policies and procedures. In
addition, participants will understand the role of the ‘Quad Squad’
when dealing with free speech activities in the quad. This one-hour
session serves as a brief overview and participants will be able to
ask questions.

-Summarize the important elements and aspects of the First Amendment and how they relate
to student free speech activities
-Articulate University policies and procedures related to free speech
-Recall strategies used for free speech activities

Yes
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